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Abstract
This paper uses biographical information of executives and directors of REITs in
the US to show whether, and through what channels, top executives of REITs are
influenced by their social peers when determining capital structure risk control
strategies, especially in critical periods. Our focus is on the period of the 2007–
2009 Financial Crisis. We find that peer influence through past employment and
sharing activities significantly facilitate peer learning in making decisions on debt
maturity extension, but does not affect leverage reduction. We find that being educated from the same school carries some effects on leverage reduction, possibly via
its influence on managers’ personal traits. However, concurrent employment does
not play a role in determining either of the strategies. We further verify the existence of influence of social network in decision making of REITs in 2015 in preparation for a boom at the beginning of the up-market. Hence, our study highlights
the strength of peer connections in clarifying possible sources of herding in REITs
decisions.
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Introduction
Insider information and management skills might be learned or shared in a social
network by word-of-mouth communications. A large volume of literature shows
that these informal or casual communications can substantially impact investment and risk management decisions. By constructing information-based models, several economic and financial studies (e.g., Brunnermeier, 2001; Chamley,
2004; Vives, 2010; Park & Sabourian, 2011) demonstrate how herding and contrarianism are formed under different social and economic situations, and can be
rational behavior influenced by informational cascades. Moreover, Scharfstein
and Stein (1990) show that the concern about their reputations can explain imitation and herding behaviors in investment decisions among top executives. The
same theory applies to financial analysts’ tendency to make predictions similar
to those previously released by prominent peers (Trueman, 1994). More recently,
Fracassi (2017) finds that given the disturbed and restricted access to high-quality
information, it can be rational for managers to rely on casual information gathered from social networks to make corporate decisions.
Sun et al. (2015) show that capital structure risk, defined as having a high
leverage and a large share of short-term debt, is an important factor that drives
the cumulative total return of REITs in U.S. during the Financial Crisis period
between 2007 and 2009. Pavlov et al. (2018) find that the ability of mitigating
capital structure risks ahead of the crisis is viewed as a superior skill of the management team. They show that lowering leverage and prolonging debt maturity in
2006 are associated with a significantly higher cumulative total return during the
crisis in 2007–2009.
Noteworthily, the Modigliani–Miller theorem that capital structure does not
matter is not realistic due to tax obligations. However, unlike corporations, REITs
do not have much of this tax advantage because of their nature of high dividend
payout ratios (typically 90 percent). Hence, the puzzle is why REITs still have
so much debt in their capital structure as proven in Feng et al. (2007). Besides
the several non-tax-based reasons (e.g., monitoring, or decreasing the adverse
selection cost of equity), Alhenawi (2011) shows that REITs managers commonly
issue debt and refrain from issuing equity in order to maximize shareholders’
value. Given their relative homogeneity of the businesses, REITs managers have
to rely more on peer comparison in managing their capital structure in order to
generate good performances, compared to other non-REIT corporations. Superior information and management skills related to capital structure risk control
might be learned or imitated in the social networks of REITs, through the impact
of word-of-mouth communications and/or personal traits such as risk aversion,
especially during bad times, such as the Global Financial Crisis.
As a follow up of Pavlov et al. (2018), we conjecture that the management
team’s ability to mitigate capital structure risks before the crisis might be a result
of learning from their own networks. Hence, this paper deviates from Pavlov
et al. (2018) by testing if, and to what extent, social network affects the decision
making of capital structure risk control strategies of REITs. As peer connection
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can come from different networks, we further study whether different networking
has heterogeneous effects on forming these risk control strategies. To verify that
social networks are indeed influential in REIT decision making, we also test for
2015 to show that CEOs’ decisions are not only affected by their social networks
before crisis, but also at the beginning of the up-market.
This paper is mainly related to three strands of economic and finance literature on networking and REITs risk management. First, it contributes to research
on managerial characteristics which determine managers’ decision of investment.
Wasserman et al. (2010) first shows that the impact of CEOs’ characteristics on
managerial decisions differs by industry. They find that this effect is more pronounced in the industries where opportunities are scarce or where CEOs have
slack resources. Compared to other funds in which larger pools of assets could
be used for diversification, the relatively homogeneous REITs industry is subject
to limited investments and risk control strategies. Therefore, echoing the results
of Wasserman (2010), we expect that influence from peers through the effect of
network centrality would manifest more significantly in REITs than in other types
of funds. By investigating the relationship between managerial overconfidence
and corporate financial policies, Malmendier and Tate (2005) provide evidence
that the sensitivity of investment to cash flow is significantly positively correlated
with executive overconfidence, especially in equity-dependent firms. Finally, Graham et al. (2013) demonstrate that managers’ personality traits and attitudes, such
as optimism and managerial risk-aversion, play a significant role in the formulation of corporate policies. Our paper adds to this line of literature by providing
the first evidence on how networks affect REITs’ capital structure choice and by
showing that management style of REITs can be learned across the real estate
trusts.
This paper also contributes to the literature on the impact of social networks in
finance. Cohen et al. (2008) study the role of social networks in identifying information transfer in security markets and find that mutual fund managers allocate large
equity investments in connected companies in which board members once shared the
same educational experiences. Brown (2008) provide evidence of casual community effects, or peer effects, in the context of financial market participation. Hwang
and Kim (2009) show that close social ties with directors significantly contribute to
higher compensation of CEOs. Fracassi and Tate (2012) find that network ties with
CEOs impair the board’s ability and intensity to exercise supervisory power. Also,
as the probability of CEOs being dismissed due to lack of competence decreases
when they have stable social connections with multiple directors, Nguyen (2012)
and Barnea and Guedj (2009) suggest that the close social relationship between
CEOs and directors negatively affects transparency and efficiency of corporate governance. Peer interactions are empirically shown to impact many other managerial
decisions, such as M&A, because information and beliefs travel through social networks (see, for example, Davis & Greve, 1997; Garmaise & Moskowitz, 2003; Hong
et al., 2005; Cohen et al., 2008; Stuart & Yim, 2010; Cai & Sevilir, 2012; Engelberg
et al., 2012; Shue, 2013; Ishii & Xuan, 2014; Fracassi, 2017). Moreover, Ellison and
Fudenberg (1995) and DeMarzo et al. (2003) provide theoretical supports for these
word-of-mouth effects.
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Our paper expands the scope of research on the determinants of the REITs’ risk
management and investment strategies on capital structure. Hardin III and Wu
(2010) show that banking relationships play a critical role in helping REITs obtain
long-term debt ratings and subsequently enter the public debt markets. Boudry et al.
(2010) find that REITs managers appear to time the market, especially the fact that
REITs with high price-to-net asset value ratio tend to issue equity in the public markets. Giambona et al. (2008) provide empirical evidence for the Shleifer–Vishny
hypothesis that there is a positive relationship between asset liquidity and both leverage and debt maturity. In contrast, our paper focuses on the role of social network in
REITs’ capital risk control decisions by exploring the effect of social ties including
social, educational, and professional connections on the directors and top executives
of REITs. We note in here that our network models are able to identify the ties of
“connected” peers, rather than any non-influential peers.
We consider social ties in four different perspectives: concurrent employment
connection (CE), past employment connection (PE), education connection (ED),
and other activity connection (OA). We use biographical information of executives
and directors of REITs in the U.S. and consider any pair of REITs as socially connected when the executives share one or more of the four connections. To validate
the effect of social networks on risk control strategies, following Bouwman (2011),
we construct the weighted sum of risk control strategies adopted by firms whoever
being socially connected to capture the network effect in capital structure risk adoption among REITs.
We find that the social network effect exerts significant influence on both leverage
reduction and extension of debt maturity of individual REIT. However, the aggregation of network effect fails to point out which particular type(s) of connection play a
more significant or dominating role in the information transmission process. Hence,
we further study the importance or centrality of each REIT in the network by calculating three centrality scores, namely the degree, closeness, and betweenness, of
each REIT in the network (El-Khatib et al., 2015). The three centralities are then
employed as the weights in the main variables of interest as in the aggregate case
above. Although both El-Khatib et al. (2015) and our study are about the impact of
social network, there are key differences in our settings. First, we take centrality as
weight to construct the main variables specifically tailored for studying the learning effect of forming risk control strategies. On the contrary, El-Khatib et al. (2015)
treats centrality directly as a regressor to investigate its impact on merger performance. Second, we study the network effects of four different types of networks, i.e.,
CE, PE, ED, and OA networks, highlighting that different networks carry different
effects. El-Khatib et al. (2015) does not distinguish the type of networks.
Our findings suggest that REITs managers learn from their centrality-weighted
“friends” in extending debt maturity before the crisis. Specifically, word-of-mouth
communications from shared activities, or the managers formerly working in the
same companies, do result in similar decisions on debt maturity extension, but not
on leverage reduction. Furthermore, managers previously sharing the same schools
have somewhat impact on leverage reduction via its influence on managers’ personal traits, such as risk aversion, knowledge, and skill training background. Finally,
because different REITs have different risk-return targets, even an identical manager
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or board director would adopt heterogeneous capital structure risk control strategies
for different firms. Hence, we find no evidence of network effect through concurrent
employment connection. Our results are robust to controlling for firm size, Tobin’s
Q, cash value of assets, and sector fixed effects. The results are further supported by
two falsification studies in which naive weights are considered. Both show no effect
of learning among REITs when the “importance” of “friends” is ignored, indicating
that learning in risk control strategies is neither simply following common trend nor
learning from “any peers”. Rather, managers learn from “influential peers”.
Our results also demonstrate indirect evidence on herding in REITs when adopting risk management strategies, i.e., REITs with high centrality tend to lead the herd.
Herding is generally characterized as the individual actions of imitating the behavior of others. Devenow and Welch (1996) further categorize herding into rational
herding and irrational herding. The two classes are distinct in terms of their basis
and implications. In rational herding, the investors act by optimally utilizing available information. For example, rational investors with similar information on firms’
fundamentals tend to make similar trading strategies and in some sense mimic the
reactions of other traders. During this process, the stock price of the company shifts
towards the fundamental value. Rational herding tends to increase market efficiency.
Irrational herding, on the contrary, does not require investors to be sufficiently aware
of the companies’ fundamental value and be able to assess the firms’ risks correctly.
Therefore, irrational herding is not information-based. Traders tend to ignore their
reasonable prior beliefs and blindly follow peers’ actions. As a result, asset prices
tend to deviate from their fundamental values, causing market inefficiency (Froot
et al., 1992; Hirshleifer et al., 1994; Hwang & Salmon, 2004).
Our results of network effect apparently echo that “followers” herd with the leaders because on one hand, one important aim of networking is to obtain valuable
information to facilitate risk management decisions; on the other hand, following
the leader will avoid reputational risk (as in Scharfstein & Stein, 1990 mentioned
before). Notice that OA network effect is potentially driven by information exchange
and, thus, captures herding. However, CE network effect relates to the decision made
by the same person and thus is not herding. Moreover, ED and PE networks do not
necessarily reflect herding; personal traits formed by common working experiences
and common educational experiences could also be the driving force of the two network effects. Nevertheless, since our study is not a direct proof of existence of herding, we will not perform tests to distinguish when there is herding, and whether it is
rational or irrational herding.
Our results also yield important implications for practitioners. Lowering leverage or extending maturity of short-term debt right before the crisis enables REITs
to get rid of the burden of fulfilling debt obligations during the Financial Crisis,
which is usually the most difficult time for many financial institutions, including
REITs. Naturally, these risk control strategies benefit REITs by lowering probability of financial distress and bankruptcy. The empirical evidence in our paper
shows that learning from “friends”, especially those with high “centrality”, leads
to a better position in risk control before the Financial Crisis. Therefore, notably, an important implication of our paper is that information in casual communication with “friends”, at least in the types of networks we cover, can indeed
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be beneficial. REITs managers can invest time and resource to establish such
networks and make efforts to process and distill the information obtained from
“friends” with high centrality in order to optimize their risk control strategies.
Furthermore, investors aiming to diversify their portfolios with various REITs
might have to study more about the social networks of the executives, or else
there will be less diversification than expected, just like herding. Our study on the
tests of making the important decisions of lowering leverage and extending short
term loan maturities shows that smart influences among executives are good to
investors.
We proceed as follows. “The Network Model” section introduces the network
model. “The Data” section describes our data. The empirical models are proposed in
“The Empirical Models” section. “Empirical Results” section discusses our empirical results. And “Conclusion” section concludes.

The Network Model
The Social Network
We establish firm-level network from executives’ social connections by considering
the following four types of firm connections induced from the biographical information of executives:
• Concurrent Employment (CE) Connection: two REITs currently hiring the same

individuals either as members of the board of directors or executives in top management. Common personal traits should be the driving force of CE network
effects; word-of-mouth communications play no role in CE networks.
• Past Employment (PE) Connection: current directors or top executives were once
colleagues in the same companies in the past, and hence adopt the same practice.
The driving force of PE network effect can be both common personal traits (due
to common corporate culture and working experience) and word-of-mouth communications with past colleagues.
• Education (ED) Connection: directors or executives graduated from the same
universities with at least one overlapping year, and hence have the same knowledge and know-how base rather than information exchange, since there is no
assurance of acquaintance. The driving force of ED network effect can be both
common personal traits (due to similar training and educational experiences/
norms) and word-of-mouth communications with alumni, although the latter
would be much less likely as few alumni have opportunities for deep communication.
• Other Activities (OA) Connection: current directors or executives join the same
clubs, social or charity organizations, and hence possibly share the same timely
news and opinions. The driving force of OA network effect can be both common
personal traits (similar interest to join in the same association or club) and wordof-mouth communications.
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We illustrate the four types of networks in Fig. 1. In the “CE Graph”, we show how
concurrent employment forms a network. Set U represents the set of executives. Set
V represent the firms in which these executives work. Executive a works for Firm A,
whereas executive b works for both Firm A and Firm B. Executive c works for three
firms, B, C, and D, and so on. In graph theory, this CE two-mode graph is projected
on the node set V, which translates into the network of G on the right panel, the Firms
social network, in that because of executive b, Firms A and B are connected. Because
of executive c’s simultaneous employment, Firms B, C, and D are connected. Firms A
and D are connected because of executive e. Firms A and C are not connected because
no executive is simultaneously employed by these two firms.
Next, the “PE, ED, or OA Graph” at the bottom in Fig. 1 illustrates each of all
the three networks built from common past employees (PE), same education institutions (ED), and other social activities (OA). Again, the sets U and V represent
the sets of executives and firms respectively. To avoid unnecessary confusion,
we include fewer executives in set U, and ignore concurrent employment (CE)
(including CE network will not change the interpretation,
but will potentially
∼
make the network even more connected). The set V is the activity set. Hence, for
example, activity X can be PE, while activity Y can be ED. This means executives a, b, and d have previously worked for the same firm, even though they now
work only for Firms A, B, and D respectively. Firms A, B and D are hence connected because of executives a, b, and d, as shown in the “firms social network”
on the right panel. In addition, executives b, c, and d studied in the same higher
Fig. 1  Network construction.
The figure demonstrates how
firm network is constructed
from the executive social connections. The upper left graph
shows the Concurrent Employment (CE) network between the
Executives set and Firms set.
By projection, the right panel
shows the induced Firm social
network graph. The lower left
graph shows the connections of
Past Employment (PE), Education (ED), and Other Activities
(OA). It also projects to the
same Firm social network graph
on the right panel
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education institution before and have at least one overlapping year for any pair
of executives, again resulting in Firms B, C, and D connected. Firms A and C are
not connected because none of their executives, a and c in this case, share either
previous employment or education.
Note that we do not take into account the number of employees who share the
connections. Two firms are connected as long as at least one of their employees are
socially linked. It is possible that more employees getting connected will strengthen
the tie between their firms. Nevertheless, it should be noted that more ties do not
necessarily increase the influence, nor is the impact linearly related to the number
of ties. Hence, without loss of generality, we simplify the calculation and rely on the
network centralities developed in the next subsection to identify highly connected or
“powerful” firms in the network.
Social Network Centrality
Each individual (node) plays different roles on passing and processing information
in the network. This heterogeneity in nodes calls for the concept of centrality to capture the importance of each node in the network regarding the ability of controlling
and enjoying key information. Favored positions in the network possess “power” such
that they (1) link to more individuals, (2) are close to all other individuals, (3) are on
the shortest path connecting any other pairs of individuals, and (4) are more linked to
other highly-linked-to individuals (Padgett & Ansell, 1993). Hanneman and Riddle
(2005) propose two dimensions of the “power” concept attached to positions in social
network. Firstly, a network-powerful individual might benefit from his/her advantageous position that generates high quality information from the numerous social ties
with others. Secondly, a network-powerful individual could exert his/her positional
power by direct bargaining since such a position brings more opportunities and fewer
constraints.
Network analysis has made essential contributions in providing precise definitions and concrete measures of centrality, mainly including closeness, degree, and
betweenness, among others (Freeman, 1977; Proctor & Loomis, 1951; Sabidussi,
1966). Degree refers to the number of direct links that an individual has with other
members in the network. An individual’s centrality to the network is positively correlated with the number of connections he/she has. Closeness is the extent to which
an individual is near all other individuals in a network, which is measured as the
inverse of the sum of the shortest distances with other individuals in the network. It
reflects the efficiency that an individual can obtain information through the “grapevine” of network members. Betweenness measures the extent to which a particular
individual lies “between” the various other individuals in the network. Since an individual located between two other individuals can interrupt or facilitate the information flow between other two individuals, the more times an individual lies on the
shortest path between others, the more the control that the individual has over the
interaction between these non-adjacent individuals. Specifically, the formulae of the
three centralities are shown as below:
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Degree

Di =

Closeness

Ci =

Betweenness Bk =

∑

eij ,
j≠i
n−1
∑
i≠j dij
∑

i<j≠k

× Nn ,
gij(k) ∕gij

(n−1)(n−2)∕2

(1)

,

where the edge eij = 1 if i and j are socially connected and otherwise 0, dij is the
shortest distance between i and j, n is the size of the component (sub-network) to
which i belongs, N is the size of the underlying network (total number of nodes), gij
is 1 for any geodesic connecting i and j, and gij(k) is assigned a value of 1 if the geodesic between i and j also passes through k.
Figure 2 illustrates how the value of centrality with different measures is calculated. Consider the network G which has two sub-networks containing nodes {A, B,
C, D} and {X, Y, Z}, respectively. The network size is N = 7. The first (second) subnetwork is with size n = 4 (n = 3). The corresponding centrality measures of each
node are tabulated in the right panel. Take node B as an illustrative example. First,
it directly connects A, D, and C, and thus has a degree of 3. Simultaneously, B’s
shortest distances to A, C, and D are 1, 1, and 1. Hence, B’s closeness is (4 − 1)
/(1 + 1 + 1) × (4/7) = 0.571. Lastly, for the betweenness of B, we consider the pairs
(A, C), (A, D), and (C, D). For (A, C), the geodesics (shortest paths) are A − B − C
and A − D − C with one of them passing through B. Hence, we have gAC(B)/gAC = 1/2.
For the other two pairs (A, D) and (C, D), neither geodesic goes through B. Hence
gAD(B)/gAD = gCD(B)/gCD = 0/1 = 0. Therefore, according to the formula, B’s betweenness is (1/2)/((4 − 1) × (4 − 2)/2) = 0.167.

The Data
Our sample consists of all listed U.S. equity REITs that were on SNL Real Estate as
of the end of 2005.1 We focus on the capital structure choices over the year 2006.
Specifically, the change in leverage over the year 2006 is measured as the first difference of market leverage. As the proxy for leverage, market leverage is calculated
as the ratio of total debt (book value of short– and long–term interest–bearing debt)
to the market value of invested capital (the sum of total debt, preferred stock, and
market capitalization). Further, the change in U.S. REITs debt maturity is measured
as the first difference of the share of debt due in two to three years.
Following the literature, including Sun et al. (2015) and Pavlov et al. (2018), we
employ the control variables for known factors affecting choices of capital structure.
In particular, we include the company’s leverage level and the amount of debt that
matures in two to three years, firm size (measured as log of market capitalization),
Tobin’s Q (ratio of total market value of firm to its total asset value), and the cashto-assets ratio (measured as the total value of marketable securities and cash to total
asset value).
1
Note that our data source is different from the SNL Financial used in Pavlov et al. (2018); some data
are not available in our study.
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Fig. 2  Centrality of firms social
networks. The figure demonstrates the calculations of firms’
centralities, in terms of degree,
closeness, and betweenness, in
the social network G

G: Firms social network

Node

Degree

Closeness

Betweenness

A

2

0.429

0.000

B

3

0.571

0.167

C

2

0.429

0.000

D

3

0.571

0.167

X

2

0.429

1.000

Y

1

0.286

0.000

Z

1

0.286

0.000

Table 1 reports descriptive statistics of listed equity REITs as of the end of
2005 and 2006. The average value of leverage and debt due in two to three years
for the U.S. sample firms fell over the year 2006. However, the significant variation around the means of change in leverage and change in debt due in 2–3 years
(a standard deviation of 0.067 for leverage and 0.166 for debt maturity) indicates
that capital structure choices experienced substantial distinction across firms. All
the statistics are close to that in Pavlov et al. (2018).
We obtain executives and firm information from the BoardEx database.
According to Disclose Laws and Regulations of U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission, all publicly traded U.S. companies are obliged to disclose detailed
information about their board members and the top five executives with the
highest compensation. Additionally, BoardEx also provides executives’ social,
educational, and professional connections, which are gathered from publicly
available sources. For this study, we consider all board members and the executives profiles in our REIT dataset, with information on current employment, past
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Table 1  Summary statistics of REIT data
N

Mean

St. Dev. Pctl(5) Pctl(25) Median Pctl(75) Pctl(95)

As of the year 2006
114 -0.021 0.067

-0.100

-0.061

-0.027

0.003

0.105

Change debt due in 2–3 years 105 -0.022 0.166

Change in leverage

-0.245

-0.098

-0.024

0.031

0.281

114 0.356

0.151

0.058

0.265

0.365

0.444

0.605

Share of debt due in 2–3 years 106 0.217

Market leverage

0.181

0.016

0.107

0.185

0.272

0.497
16.232

Log of firm size

117 14.219 1.433

11.972 13.636

14.367

15.101

Cash to assets

117 0.032

0.055

0.000

0.006

0.013

0.031

0.125

Tobin’s Q

114 1.517

0.514

1.080

1.188

1.399

1.645

2.298

As of the year 2005
131 0.381

0.154

0.102

0.295

0.395

0.471

0.645

Share of debt due in 2–3 years 124 0.244

Market leverage

0.180

0.014

0.120

0.223

0.314

0.571
15.972

Log of firm size

135 14.000 1.460

11.450 13.282

14.186

14.906

Cash to assets

135 0.025

0.045

0.001

0.005

0.012

0.029

0.083

Tobin’s Q

131 1.365

0.342

1.006

1.122

1.294

1.488

2.019

The table shows the summary statistics for the sample firms on SNL Real Estate, at the end of 2006 and
2005. Variables are defined as follows. “Change in leverage over the year 2006” is measured as the first
difference of market leverage. “Change debt due in 2–3 years” is measured as the first difference of the
share of debt due in two to three years over the year 2006. “Market leverage” is calculated as the ratio of
total debt (book value of short- and long-term interest-bearing debt) to the market value of invested capital (the sum of total debt, preferred stock, and market capitalization). “Share of debt due in 2–3 years” is
calculated as the amount of debt that matures in two to three years. “Log of firm size” is calculated as log
of market capitalization. “Tobin’s Q” is defined as the ratio of total market value of firm to its total asset
value. “Cash-to-assets ratio” is defined as the total value of marketable securities and cash to total asset
value

employment, education, and other activities of each individual at the year 2005.
We identify 2166 executives currently employed in our REIT data in 2005, in
which 886 executives have connections through their past employments, 1362
executives have connections through university alumni, and 180 executives
build connections through other social activities. However, of the 114 REITs,
only 90 are shown to have relations from the BoardEx data. Hence, the remaining 24 REITs are considered to be isolated from other REITs in our constructed
networks.
Table 2 reports the summary statistics of network centralities calculated from
our data. These centrality values vary a lot across different networks. Among the
three centralities, the most straightforward measure is the degree centrality because
it simply counts direct links (number of “friends”) of each REIT. For example, since
the “Mean” column shows the average number of “connected REITs” of each firm,
a 1.067 mean in Degree for CE Connection means, of the 90 REITs, a REIT on
average “connects” with 1.067 other REITs through hiring the same top executives
or board members. The REIT at the 5th percentile is connected to 0 other REITs,
but the REIT at the 95th percentile is connected to 3 other REITs. We can see that
Education (ED) network has the highest mean value of 57.6, which means that, on
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Table 2  Summary statistics of network centralities
N

Mean

St. Dev.

Pctl(5)

Pctl(25)

Median

Pctl(75)

Pctl(95)

CE connection
Degree

90

1.067

1.261

0.000

0.000

1.000

2.000

3.000

Closeness

51

0.055

0.023

0.022

0.033

0.060

0.072

0.089

Betweenness

43

0.178

0.265

0.000

0.000

0.056

0.203

0.574

Degree

90

10.400

8.584

0.000

2.000

10.000

16.000

26.000

Closeness

78

0.380

0.085

0.259

0.343

0.403

0.434

0.480

Betweenness

76

0.017

0.022

0.000

0.001

0.009

0.023

0.049

Degree

90

57.600

20.389

10.700

47.500

66.000

72.000

76.550

Closeness

87

0.755

0.102

0.561

0.693

0.792

0.831

0.872

Betweenness

87

0.004

0.003

0.000

0.002

0.003

0.005

0.008

Degree

90

8.178

8.882

0.000

0.000

5.000

13.000

26.000

Closeness

64

0.327

0.079

0.227

0.289

0.340

0.371

0.416

Betweenness

62

0.019

0.026

0.000

0.000

0.004

0.034

0.076

PE connection

ED connection

OA network

The table shows the summary statistics for the centrality measures, i.e. degree, closeness, and betweenness, in different networks, including the Current Employment, Past Employment, Education, and Other
Activity networks

average, a REIT is connected to 57.6 other REITs through hiring executives who
share connections in educational institutions, which implies a very dense network.
This is not surprising because REIT management may require specialized knowledge which is only provided by a few university programs in the US. For the Past
Employment (PE) connection, a REIT on average has just over 10 connected REITs
that have executives who were once colleagues in their past employment. The activity network (OA) also has a mean degree of 8.2, meaning on average, a REIT is connected with 8.2 REITs that their executives participate in the same social activities.
The closeness centrality statistics show similar pattern. The values for both
closeness and betweenness should be between 0 and 1; the higher the value, the
closer (or more between) the REITs are. The largest mean value of closeness is
found in the ED network (0.755), followed by the PE and OA networks (0.380
and 0.327 respectively), while the CE network has the smallest mean closeness
(0.055). However, the CE connection has the highest mean betweenness of 0.178,
and the smallest betweenness is shown in the ED network. The difference in statistics show that the three measures reveal different angles of centrality in the
network. A clearer view is through the histogram plots in Figs. 3 and 4. In sum,
the distributions vary significantly across different types of networks and centralities. The correlation coefficients reported in Table 3 further show that the
three centralities do not always share the same set of information. Note that the
magnitudes are very different in the three centralities. Therefore, in the following
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Fig. 3  Histograms of different centrality measures in the Current Employment and Past Employment networks

empirical study, we normalize these measures by transforming the actual values
to the percentile ranks within the network so that only relative values matter.

The Empirical Models
In this section, we propose the empirical models designed to investigate the impacts of
social network on forming capital structure risk control decisions.
We first run two baseline regressions to verify the main results in Pavlov et al.
(2018) with our data from SNL Real Estate. We try to confirm that REITs management generally possess the ability of capital structure control skills, i.e., extending debt
maturity and reducing leverage ahead of Financial Crisis. The two baseline regression
models are defined below. Similar to Pavlov et al. (2018), for market leverage, we adopt
the following

Fig. 4  Histograms of different centrality measures in the education and other activity networks
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Table 3  Correlation coefficients
of network centralities

(1)

(2)

(3)

The CE network
(1) Degree
(2) Closeness
(3) Betweenness

1.000
− 0.034

1.000

0.122

0.227

1.000

The PE network
(1) Degree

1.000

(2) Closeness

0.287**

(3) Betweenness

0.183

1.000

0.587***

1.000

The ED network
(1) Degree
(2) Closeness
(3) Betweenness

1.000

0.878***

0.445***

1.000

0.741***

1.000

The OA network
(1) Degree
(2) Closeness
(3) Betweenness

1.000
0.094
− 0.046

1.000

0.671***

1.000

The table shows the pairwise correlations between the three centrality measures, i.e. degree, closeness, and betweenness. The asterisks
*** ** *
( , ) indicates that it is 1% (5%, 10%) statistically significant

D.MLevi = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 L.MLevi + 𝛽2 L.LNSizei + 𝛽3 L.Qi + 𝛽4 L.Cashi + 𝜂s + ui , (2)
where D.M Levi is the change in market leverage during 2006, L.M Levi is the lagged
leverage, L.LN Sizei is the lagged log of firm size, L.Qi is the lagged Tobin’s Q,
L.Cashi is the lagged cash-to-assets ratio, ηs denotes sector fixed effects, and all the
lagged variables are measured at the end of 2005. For debt maturity, we have

D.Mat23i = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 L.Mat23i + 𝛽2 L.LNSizei + 𝛽3 L.Qi + 𝛽4 L.Cashi + 𝜂s + ui ,

(3)
where D.Mat23i is the change in the share of debt due in two to three years during
2006, L.Mat23i is the lagged share of debt due in two to three years. All other control variables are defined as in (2). We expect to see that, on average, REITs with
high leverage before the financial crisis tend to have greater reduction in leverage,
and REITs with more proportion of short maturity debt before the financial crisis
tend to have larger number of extension of debt maturities. Therefore, we expect
negatively significant β1 in both (1) and (3). For comparison purpose, we also work
out the following logistic regressions for leverage and debt maturity as in Pavlov
et al. (2018).

Redi = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 L.MLevi + 𝛽2 L.LNSizei + 𝛽3 L.Qi + 𝛽4 L.Cashi + 𝜂s + ui ,

(4)

where Redi is the likelihood that a firm reduced leverage by 0.05 or more in 2006;
and
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Ext23i = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 L.Mat23i + 𝛽2 L.LNSizei + 𝛽3 L.Qi + 𝛽4 L.Cashi + 𝜂s + ui ,

(5)

where Ext23i is the likelihood that a firm extended debt maturity through reducing
the share of debt due in two to three years by 0.05 or more in 2006. All the control
variables are the same as in (2) and (3). In these logistic models, we expect positively significant estimated coefficients of L.M Lev and L.Mat23, and the magnitude
should be close to that in Pavlov et al. (2018).
We next investigate how networking affects risk control strategies and how casual
communication might have determined the changes in capital structure in 2006. We
examine whether those firms in the network will learn from each other in adjusting
their capital structure to a more robust position in the run-up to the Financial Crisis.
We consider the following four scenarios of networks and weights: 1. aggregate network and weight, 2. individual network and centrality weight, 3. individual network
and naive weight, 4. naive network. We discuss each of the scenarios below.
Aggregate Network and Weight
We first consider the network of REITs collectively. Any two REITs which share one
or more of the four types of connections among their top executives are regarded as
socially connected or tied, while the total number of connection types is defined as
the weight. Specifically, for the network effect on REITs’ decisions of market leverage, we consider the model
D.MLevi = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1

∑

wij D.MLevj + 𝛽1 L.MLevi + 𝛽2 L.LNSizei + 𝛽3 L.Qi + 𝛽4 L.Cashi + 𝜂s + ui ,

j∈Ωi

and for the network effect on REITs’ decisions of extending short debt maturity,
D.Mat23i = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1

∑

(6)

wij D.Mat23j + 𝛽1 L.Mat23i + 𝛽2 L.LNSizei + 𝛽3 L.Qi + 𝛽4 L.Cashi + 𝜂s + ui ,

j∈Ωi

(7)
In (6) and (7), Ωi is the set of firms connected to firm i, defined as those REITs
which share one or more of the four types of connections among their top executives
with REIT i. The weight wij reflects the total number of different types of connections shared between REITs i and j. The actual weight used in the above models is
normalized by 4, the total number of possible types. For example, if REITs i and j
both share connections CE, PE, and ED among their executives, then the number
of types of connections between i and j is 3, and the weight wij takes the value 3/4.
Note that the above setup aggregates all four connection types through the defined
network and weight. The weights wij might be regarded as a measure of importance
of the “friend” j for firm i. A REIT enjoying connections in several different types of
networks with another firm tends to possess a powerful and informative position (to
∑
∑
each other). The key variables j∈Ωi wij D.MLevj and j∈Ωi wij D.Mat23j , which are
the weighted sum of change of leverage in connected firms, capture the risk control
strategies popularized among REIT i’s important network peers. If networking effect
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manifests, then we expect a positively significant coefficient estimate of α1 in both
(6) and (7).
Individual Network and Centrality Weight
The aggregate network above fails to show if any particular types of connections play
a more significant and dominating role in the information transmission process than
others. Hence, we study the REIT social networks induced by the four connection types
individually. We replace wij in (6) and (7) with the three centrality measures, namely the
degree, closeness, and betweenness, obtained in “Social Network Centrality” section,
that is
D.MLevi = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1

∑

centj ∙ D.MLevj + 𝛽1 L.MLevi + 𝛽2 L.LNSizei + 𝛽3 L.Qi + 𝛽4 L.Cashi + 𝜂s + ui ,

∑

centj ∙ D.Mat23j + 𝛽1 L.Mat23i + 𝛽2 L.LNSizei + 𝛽3 L.Qi + 𝛽4 L.Cashi + 𝜂s + ui ,

j∈Ωi

(8)

and,
D.Mat23i = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1

j∈Ωi

(9)
In the above models, centj is the weight defined as the network centrality reflecting the “importance” or “centrality” of REIT j in the network.2 Ωi is the set of i’s
∑
connected firms, defined by the four types of connections. j∈Ωi centj ∙ D.MLevj and
∑
j∈Ωi centj ∙ D.Mat23j are the centrality weighted sum of change of leverage in connected firms, capturing the learning effect of REIT i from its network peers j ∈ Ωi.
The centrality weight plays an important role in identifying the important “friends”
in the network whose strategies are worth learning. Compared with the aggregate
weight, the centrality weight reflects the “power” or informativeness of each REIT
in each particular network. The sum of centrality weighted strategies adopted by the
peers of each REIT in the network in (8) and (9) is a proxy for risk control strategies popularized among those “friends” who enjoy key position and possess crucial
information, implied by high centrality, in the social network. Strong network effects
would be reflected in significant estimates of α1.
Individual Network and Naive Weight
In this case, we consider the four networks separately as above, but we simply calculate
the average of strategies adopted by the connected peers of each REIT in the network. In
other words, the weights are equally fixed as 1/ni where ni here is the number of REIT i’s
connected “friends”. Note that this naive weight does not reflect any network centrality.
We adopt this as the first falsification study in examining the importance of the centrality
weight.

2
As mentioned in the data section, we normalize the actual centrality values by transforming them to
the percentile ranks, i.e. ranging from 0 to 1.
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Naive Network
Though industry fixed effects have been controlled in (8) and (9), we cannot rule
out the possibility that all firms more or less reducing their debt share during that
period so that α1 simply captures the common trend of REITs. In other words, the
network captured in the set Ωj does not provide any information of learning process
among REITs. Therefore, we consider the naive network alternative which simply
takes all the other REITs as “friends”. The social network effect terms in (8) and (9)
are replaced by simple averaging over all REITs except the firm i in question:
D.MLevi = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1

∑

D.MLevj ∕(n − 1) + 𝛽1 L.MLevi + 𝛽2 L.LNSizei + 𝛽3 L.Qi + 𝛽4 L.Cashi + 𝜂s + ui ,

j≠i

and for debt maturity,
D.Mat23i = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1

∑

(10)

D.Mat23j ∕(n − 1) + 𝛽1 L.Mat23i + 𝛽2 L.LNSizei + 𝛽3 L.Qi + 𝛽4 L.Cashi + 𝜂s + ui ,

j≠i

(11)
If (10) and (11) show significant estimates of α1, then the social network effects
in (8) and (9) simply reflect common behavior among REITs and the social network
plays no role. Note that the above models are also known as linear-in-mean model
(see Manski, 1993). The naive network serves as our second falsification study in
examining the importance of the role of networks.
We present the analysis of aggregate network effects and individual network effects with degree centrality weight as the main results. Others will be
reported as robustness analysis. Regardless of the kind of networks or weights
adopted, we design the main variable of interest as weighted sum of risk control strategies adopted by socially connected peer firms to capture the risk control decision made by peer firms with favored position in networks and ability
of enjoying key information (captured by the weight). With the right type of
weight which contributes to manifest the networking effect, we expect a significantly positive coefficient estimate of α1. The economic intuition is that if
a REIT enjoys networking with “powerful” or “informative” REITs, then we
expect that the risk control strategies of the REIT are likely to be more similar
to that of its “important friends”.
Note that the models in (8) and (9) cannot be simply estimated by OLS regression, because the ith dependent variable will appear as regressors in some j ≠ i
equations. We instead employ the Bayesian estimation method for estimating the
above models. Appendix A.1 provides a description of our method.

Empirical Results
Prevalence of Capital Structure Risk Control
To verify consistency of our findings with those of Pavlov et al. (2018), Table 4
reports the estimation results of the regressions (2) and (3). Echoing their study,
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Table 4  Baseline regression results for REIT’s leverage reduction and extension of debt maturity, 2006
Leverage

Market leverage

Maturity

OLS

logistic

OLS

logistic

− 0.146***
(0.053)

4.602**
(2.229)

− 0.530***
(0.096)

6.657***
(1.879)

− 0.009**
(0.005)

0.307
(0.200)

− 0.012
(0.015)

0.200
(0.230)

− 0.734
(1.054)

− 0.005
(0.046)

− 0.416
(0.773)

5.155
(4.838)

− 0.284
(0.317)

− 11.296
(9.065)

0.274
(0.206)

− 3.870
(3.356)

Share of debt due in 2–3 years
Log of firm size
Tobin’s Q

− 0.042*
(0.021)

Cash to assets

− 0.105
(0.133)

Constant

0.235***
(0.072)

− 6.564**
(3.241)

Observations

114

114

103

103

Sector effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(Pseudo) R squared

0.180

0.151

0.322

0.210

The table shows the results of the OLS and logistic regressions for REIT’s leverage reduction and extension of debt maturity. For the first two columns about leverage, the dependent variables are the amount
of reduce leverage and the likelihood to reduce leverage by 0.05 or more, respectively. For the last two
columns about maturity, the dependent variables are the amount of change debt due in 2–3 years and
the likelihood to extend debt maturity by 0.05, respectively. The asterisks *** (**,*) indicates that it is 1%
(5%, 10%) statistically significant. The standard deviations are reported in parentheses

REITs with high leverage before the Financial Crisis is associated with greater
reduction in leverage afterwards, and the REITs with more shares of short maturity debt before the Financial Crisis is associated with larger number of maturity
extensions of short-term debt. The estimation results are statistically and economically significant. The estimated coefficient of − 0.146 implies that a one percentage point increase in leverage before the Financial Crisis is associated with
14.6 basis points more reduction in leverage afterwards. The impact on maturity
extension is even more pronounced. In regression (3), the estimated coefficient
of − 0.53 suggests that a one percentage point increase in share of debt due in
2 – 3 years before the Financial Crisis is associated with a 53 basis points more
shares with maturity extension. Moreover, the economic magnitude of estimates
in our paper is close to that in Pavlov et al. (2018). The estimated coefficients of
market leverage and share of debt due in 2 – 3 years in our logistic models (4)
and (5) are 4.602 with 5% significant level and 6.657 with 1% significant level,
respectively, while the estimated coefficients of market leverage and share of debt
due in 2 – 3 years in Pavlov et al. (2018) are 6.230 and 10.022 with both 1% significant levels. Findings implied by both datasets are consistent and suggest that
firms that were more exposed to capital structure risks in terms of high leverage
and short debt maturity prior to the Financial Crisis were more likely to reduce
those capital structure risks.
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Table 5  Social network effects
on REIT’s leverage reduction
and extension of debt maturity
with aggregate network, 2006

Network effect (α1)
Market leverage

Leverage

Maturity

0.074***
(0.015)

0.123***
(0.035)

− 0.156***
(0.061)

Share of debt due in 2–3 years

− 0.551***
(0.099)

Log of firm size

− 0.003
(0.005)

− 0.001
(0.016)

Tobin’s Q

− 0.034
(0.025)

0.011
(0.047)

Cash to assets

− 0.166
(0.152)

− 0.339
(0.328)

Constant

0.166*
(0.085)

0.123
(0.221)

Observations

114

103

Sector effects

Yes

Yes

The table shows the results of network effects on REIT’s leverage
reduction and extension of debt maturity under aggregate network
and weight. The estimates of network effect (α1) captures the learning effect through the aggregate social network. The asterisks ***
(**,*) indicates that its 99% (95%, 90%) highest posterior density
range does not cover zero. The MCMC sampling runs 50,000 iterations, with the first 40,000 iterations dropped for burn-in. The posterior means are reported as point estimates. The posterior standard
deviations are reported in parentheses

Network Effects: Aggregate Weight
The regression results of (2) and (3) show that REITs in U.S. tend to adjust the
capital structure to more robust positions just before Financial Crisis. We now
answer the main question of this paper: Do the social networks of REITs facilitate
the adoption of capital risk control strategies? We emphasize in here that this test
is to show the existence of network effect without segregating the individual network effects, the latter of which will be covered in the following section. Table 5
reports the results of models (6) and (7) where the aggregate network and weight
are used.
From the table, we can see that with aggregate network and weight, the network effect α1 on both leverage reduction and debt maturity extension is significant at 1% level. These results are robust after controlling for market leverage,
share of debt due in 2 – 3 years, log of firm size, Tobin’s Q, ratio of cash to
assets, and sector fixed effects. The estimated coefficient of weighted leverage
reduction is 0.074, suggesting that a one percentage point increase in weighted
leverage reduction before the Financial Crisis was associated with 7.4 basis
points increase of individual REIT’s leverage reduction. The estimated coefficient
of weighted leverage reduction is 0.123, suggesting that a one percentage point
increase in weighted share of debt maturity extension before the Financial Crisis
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was associated with 12.3 basis points increase of individual REIT’s share of debt
maturity extension. Notably, the economic magnitude of social network effect on
debt maturity extension is much larger, which means the word-of-mouth communication has larger impact on the choice of extending debt maturity than on
the choice of leverage reduction. It is worth noting that both regressors of market leverage and share of debt due in 2 – 3 years remain significant with similar
magnitude compared to the plain regressions (2) and (3). This is in line with the
finding in Pavlov et al. (2018).
However, these results reflect only aggregate effects. Therefore, we decompose
the aggregate effect to different types of connections separately and examine the
corresponding network effects with centrality weights. Results are presented in the
following subsection.
Effects of Particular Network: Centrality Weight
Impact on Leverage Reduction with Degree Weight
We assign the degree measure of centrality defined in “Social Network Centrality”
section as the weight of risk control strategies adopted by peer firms to explore
the network effect in each of the four different types of connections. Panel A of
Table 6 presents estimation results of model (8) using the four types of connections with degree as the weight. The first row summarizes the coefficient of the
main variable of interest, i.e. the sum of change in market leverage from the end of
2005 to the end of 2006 with centrality as weights. Insignificance of the estimated
α1 in CE, PE, and OA indicates that the CE, PE, and OA networks do not play a
significant role in the learning process of leverage reduction strategy before the
Financial Crisis.
Note that the need of making use of internal finance resources distinguishes
the two types of capital structure risk control strategies, i.e., leverage reduction
and debt maturity extension. Extending debt maturity usually does not require the
usage of internal funds. REITs negotiate with the debt counterparts to update the
contracts and renew the terms of interest, maturity dates, and the related covenants. On the contrary, the decision of leverage reduction needs to employ internal fund and repay debts. Therefore, this type of decision should be supported by
much more formal information channel and reliable data, and information passed
by word-of-mouth communications in these type of network may not be solid
enough to have an impact on the decision of reducing leverage as shown in Panel
A of Table 6.
Interestingly, the estimated results for α1 is positive and significant at the 1%
level under ED network with degree as the weight. Involvement in the same ED
network tends to result in similar knowledge background and skill training, which
in turn gives rise to similar risk aversions and pattern of risk control behaviors.
Therefore, ED network does exert influence on leverage reduction via its impacts
on REITs managers’ risk control skills and style. Nevertheless, the estimated
coefficient α1 of 0.055 implies that one percentage point increase in weighted
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Table 6  Social network effects on REIT’s leverage reduction weighted by degree, closeness, and
betweenness, 2006
CE

PE

ED

OA

Network effect (α1)

− 0.118
(0.158)

− 0.003
(0.045)

0.055***
(0.013)

− 0.037
(0.059)

Market leverage

− 0.146***
(0.058)

− 0.146**
(0.058)

− 0.155**
(0.060)

− 0.144**
(0.058)

Log of firm size

− 0.010**
(0.005)

− 0.010*
(0.005)

− 0.005
(0.005)

− 0.011**
(0.005)

Tobin’s Q

− 0.042*
(0.024)

− 0.042*
(0.024)

− 0.039
(0.025)

− 0.043*
(0.024)

Cash to assets

− 0.104
(0.146)

− 0.105
(0.147)

− 0.142
(0.153)

− 0.094
(0.148)

Constant

0.239***
(0.080)

0.237***
(0.083)

0.189**
(0.084)

0.250***
(0.084)

Panel A: Weighted by degree

Observations

114

114

114

114

Sector effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Network effect (α1)

− 0.123
(0.155)

− 0.015
(0.048)

0.057***
(0.013)

− 0.042
(0.058)

Market leverage

− 0.146**
(0.058)

− 0.147**
(0.058)

− 0.155**
(0.061)

− 0.145***
(0.059)

Log of firm size

− 0.010*
(0.005)

− 0.010*
(0.005)

− 0.005
(0.005)

− 0.011**
(0.005)

Tobin’s Q

− 0.043*
(0.024)

− 0.043*
(0.024)

− 0.039
(0.025)

− 0.043*
(0.024)

Cash to assets

− 0.101
(0.145)

− 0.103
(0.146)

− 0.142
(0.153)

− 0.093
(0.148)

Constant

0.240***
(0.079)

0.240***
(0.082)

0.189**
(0.084)

0.251***
(0.084)

Panel B: Weighted by closeness

Observations

114

114

114

114

Sector effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Panel C: Weighted by betweenness
Network effect (α1)

− 0.142
(0.175)

− 0.010
(0.046)

0.058***
(0.013)

− 0.038
(0.058)

Market leverage

− 0.147**
(0.059)

− 0.146***
(0.058)

− 0.156**
(0.061)

− 0.145**
(0.058)

Log of firm size

− 0.009*
(0.005)

− 0.010*
(0.005)

− 0.005
(0.005)

− 0.011**
(0.005)

Tobin’s Q

− 0.043*
(0.024)

− 0.042*
(0.024)

− 0.039
(0.025)

− 0.043*
(0.024)

Cash to assets

− 0.105
(0.147)

− 0.101
(0.149)

− 0.144
(0.151)

− 0.097
(0.146)

Constant

0.237***
(0.079)

0.239***
(0.080)

0.192**
(0.084)

0.250***
(0.083)

Observations

114

114

114

114

Sector effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

The table shows the results of network effects on REIT’s leverage reduction under individual networks
induced by Current Employment, Past Employment, Education, and Other Activity, respectively. The
estimates of network effect (α1) captures the learning effect through aforementioned networks. The asterisks *** (**,*) indicates that its 99% (95%, 90%) highest posterior density range does not cover zero. The
MCMC sampling runs 50,000 iterations, with the first 40,000 iterations dropped for burn-in. The posterior means are reported as point estimates. The posterior standard deviations are reported in parentheses
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sum of peers’ leverage reduction is associated with 5.5 basis points increase of
individual REIT’s leverage reduction. This magnitude indicates that ED network effects on leverage reduction of REIT is not very economically significant.
This forms a contrast to the network effects on REIT’s decision on debt maturity
extension. As we will see in the following subsection, social network effects on
REIT’s choice of extending debt maturity carry much more economically significant impacts.
It may seem strange that only one out of four social connections is effective
in the above results contradicts the finding in the aggregate network (see “Network Effects: Aggregate Weight”) subsection, in which the aggregate network
shows significant effect in leverage reduction. However, the aggregate network
is defined as either one or more of the four types exist will induce a tie. Hence,
as long as ED connection exist, aggregate network will show as such. Furthermore, as we can see in “Social Network Centrality” subsection, the ED connection obtains the highest mean degree among the four types of connections. It
reads, on average, 57.6 out of 90 REITs hired executives who share connections
via educational institutions. Therefore, the aggregate network is more or less
dominated by ED type of connection.
It is easy to see that the underlying mechanism of the ED network effect is
related to the ED network formation. Three main types of networks could be
formed from “education”, i.e. sharing the same educational institution. First,
executives in REITs could be educated in the same school, but do not know
each other. However, similar academic training and educational culture background might contribute to similar decisions towards risk management. Second, executives who enjoy similar educational experiences do communicate
with each other and exchange useful information as alumni. Third, some executives might join the school for exactly the purpose of networking, since they are
aware that the executives they hope to socialize with are in the school, similar to some popular MBA programs. Even without much emphasis on gaining
knowledge from classes, this kind of ED network might impact executives’ risk
management strategies due to information sharing in the networks. All these
connections in ED network tend to be strong, and information communicated
in the ED network potentially could be solid especially since alumni understand and trust each other due to common language and the same educational
background.
Impact on Debt Maturity Extension with Degree Weight
Panel A of Table 7 presents the estimation results of (9) when the dependent variable is the reduction in the shares of debt due in two to three years before the Financial Crisis. As we can see in the first row of Panel A, the estimated value of α1
indicates that the CE and ED networks do not play a significant role in learning
the risk control strategy of extending debt maturity before the Financial Crisis. On
the contrary, the PE and OA networks have great impacts. This finding is robust to
including the number of share of debt due in two to three years at the end of 2006
and the set of control variables.
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Table 7  Social network effects on REIT’s extension of debt maturity weighted by degree, closeness,
betweenness, 2006
CE

PE

ED

OA

Network effect (α1)

− 0.281
(0.172)

0.185***
(0.020)

0.002
(0.021)

0.179***
(0.017)

Share of debt due in 2–3 years

− 0.530***
(0.098)

− 0.541***
(0.102)

− 0.530***
(0.098)

− 0.535***
(0.101)

Log of firm size

− 0.012
(0.015)

− 0.008
(0.016)

− 0.012
(0.015)

0.004
(0.016)

Tobin’s Q

− 0.015
(0.046)

0.020
(0.049)

− 0.005
(0.047)

0.015
(0.048)

Cash to assets

− 0.283
(0.314)

− 0.335
(0.334)

− 0.287
(0.322)

− 0.337
(0.331)

Constant

0.285
(0.207)

0.191
(0.221)

0.273
(0.213)

0.051
(0.220)

Panel A: Weighted by degree

Observations

103

103

103

103

Sector effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Network effect (α1)

− 0.289
(0.170)

0.164***
(0.021)

0.001
(0.023)

0.201***
(0.025)

Share of debt due in 2–3 years

− 0.530***
(0.097)

− 0.539***
(0.103)

− 0.530***
(0.099)

− 0.530***
(0.103)

Log of firm size

− 0.013
(0.015)

− 0.009
(0.015)

− 0.012
(0.015)

0.001
(0.016)

Tobin’s Q

− 0.018
(0.046)

0.005
(0.048)

− 0.005
(0.046)

0.011
(0.048)

Cash to assets

− 0.286
(0.317)

− 0.310
(0.334)

− 0.286
(0.322)

− 0.330
(0.335)

Constant

0.302
(0.208)

0.225
(0.219)

0.276
(0.211)

0.082
(0.220)

Panel B: Weighted by closeness

Observations

103

103

103

103

Sector effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Panel C: Weighted by betweenness
Network effect (α1)

− 0.275
(0.185)

0.166***
(0.022)

0.000
(0.024)

0.204***
(0.025)

Share of debt due in 2–3 years

− 0.529***
(0.098)

− 0.540***
(0.103)

− 0.530***
(0.100)

− 0.533***
(0.102)

Log of firm size

− 0.014
(0.015)

− 0.008
(0.015)

− 0.013
(0.015)

0.001
(0.015)

Tobin’s Q

− 0.015
(0.047)

0.005
(0.049)

− 0.005
(0.047)

0.013
(0.049)

Cash to assets

− 0.284
(0.324)

− 0.301
(0.339)

− 0.286
(0.326)

− 0.320
(0.339)

Constant

0.301
(0.208)

0.220
(0.217)

0.277
(0.214)

0.085
(0.218)

Observations

103

103

103

103

Sector effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

The table shows the results of network effects on REIT’s extension of debt maturity under individual networks induced by Current Employment, Past Employment, Education, and Other Activity, respectively.
The estimates of network effect (α1) captures the learning effect through aforementioned networks. The
asterisks *** (**,*) indicates that its 99% (95%, 90%) highest posterior density range does not cover zero.
The MCMC sampling runs 50,000 iterations, with the first 40,000 iterations dropped for burn-in. The posterior means are reported as point estimates. The posterior standard deviations are reported in parentheses
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The economic implication is that past employment (PE network) and the information passed by word-of-mouth communications in common activities (OA network) are influential enough to have an impact on the decision of reduction in
the share of debt due in two to three years by extension of debt maturity. Since
maturity extension does not require internal fund, and the REITs only need to
rewrite the debt contract, information obtained from informal channel, such as
former colleagues and friends in the shared social clubs, would have substantial
impacts. Specifically, for the result of PE network, estimated α1 is 0.185, which
implies that a one percentage point increase in weighted share of extended debt
due in two or three years before the Financial Crisis was associated with 18.5
basis points increase of individual REIT’s share of extended debt. For the result
of OA network, estimated α1 is 0.179. This is also significant enough to indicate a
solid impact of casual communications in the network. It is worth mentioning that
the economic magnitude of network effects on debt maturity extension are much
larger than that on leverage reduction through the ED network shown in the previous subsection.
The result that the ED networks have impact on leverage reduction but not on
debt maturity extension is intuitive. Note that when top executives have strong
beliefs that only substantial change in capital structure is sufficient to control risk
when facing the potentially forthcoming Financial Crisis, they tend to adopt relatively more aggressive leverage reduction than the modest measure of debt extension, which is usually true for REITs with high leverage. This would require fundamental knowledge, and ED network is in place. Executives with commonly acquired
knowledge, and norm on risk aversion from the same universities might react similarly by directly taking more substantial actions such as leverage reduction. Once
risk is properly controlled, REITs do not need to adopt the modest strategy of debt
maturities extension anymore.
On the contrary, if the REITs have low enough debt ratio, then no leverage
reduction is needed, even during a Financial Crisis. In this case when debt extension is preferable, REITs executives who are former colleagues (PE) or joining the
same club or social activities (OA), can share the same discussion topics. This is
especially plausible as debt extension can be a general norm to be exploited at certain turbulent market periods. REITs executives in ED networks, on the other hand,
can be at the same university at similar or different times, and can be in totally different colleges. While alumni networks can be effective “word of mouth” channels,
the alumni tend to cover “old school lives” or “successful career paths”, rather than
problems of their companies. Hence, discussions about the same decisions might
be unlikely.
Interestingly, from the CE network, sharing of the same executive in two
REITs does not affect individual REIT’s decision of both debt maturity extension and leverage reduction. Managers tend not to apply identical risk control
strategies to all the REITs he/she works for, since different REITs have different
investment goals on expected return and heterogeneous level of risk tolerance.
Consequently, managers tend to design specific risk control methods tailored for
specific REITs.
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Robustness Analysis
Alternative Measures of Centrality
To verify the implication of network centrality, we conduct robustness check by
employing alternative definitions of centrality to construct the weight in the main
variable of interest, with results shown in Panel B and Panel C of Table 6. The estimation results are consistent with the previous conclusion with centrality defined as
degree, for both cases of decision making on leverage reduction and debt maturity
extension. First, we examine network effect on leverage reduction when centrality
is defined by closeness (Panel B) and betweenness (Panel C), the estimated network
effect is not significant under the CE, PE, and OA networks. Learning effect only
exhibits in the ED network with an economically weak impact. The estimated coefficients are 0.057 and 0.058 when centrality is measured by closeness and betweenness, respectively.
Moreover, we examine network effect on debt maturity extension when centrality is
defined by closeness and betweenness. As before, the estimated results for α1 are again
both statistically and economically significant at 1% level under the PE and OA networks (see Panel B and Panel C of Table 7). When the peer firms’ change in debt due
in two to three years is weighted by the closeness in the PE network and the OA network, the estimated coefficients are 0.164 and 0.201 respectively, both close to that in
the model with centrality measured by degree. This is also the case when the network is
weighted by betweenness; the estimated coefficients are 0.166 and 0.204.
Similarly, no matter whether centrality is measured by closeness or betweenness, the
CE and ED networks do not convey significant impact on risk control strategies, which
is consistent with our previous discussion.
Naive Weight
The concept of centrality is crucial in reflecting the impact of each node in the social
network. Hence, the centrality weights in the above subsections identify the “important” friends from whom the REIT should learn about their strategies. It captures
how informatively important a decision of a particular REIT is to other managers in
regard of controlling information, passing key messages, and being able to intervene
communications.
To check for robustness, we consider the four networks separately as in the
above subsections, but simply calculating the average of strategies adopted by the
connected peers of each REIT in the network. Recall that this naive weight, which
is given as one over the total number of connected peers, serves as a falsification
study in examining the importance of the centrality weight. Estimation results are
exhibited in Tables 8 and 9. Not surprisingly, none of the estimated coefficients
of main variable is significant, because naive weights do not imply the concept
of centrality. This shows that it is important to weigh the intensity (measures of
centrality) of a particular REIT to other REITs in their risk control strategies, or
the network effects on risk control decisions by REITs could be overlooked or
underestimated.
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Table 8  Social network effects
on REIT’s leverage reduction
with naive weight, 2006

CE
Network effect (α1) − 0.099
(0.150)

PE

ED

OA

− 0.003
(0.227)

0.096
(0.385)

− 0.096
(0.222)

− 0.145**
(0.059)

− 0.146**
(0.059)

− 0.147**
(0.060)

− 0.145**
(0.059)

Tobin’s Q

− 0.042*
(0.024)

− 0.041*
(0.024)

− 0.041*
(0.024)

− 0.041*
(0.024)

Cash to assets

− 0.103
(0.145)

Market leverage
Log of firm size

− 0.010*
(0.005)

− 0.009*
(0.005)

− 0.104
(0.148)

− 0.009*
(0.005)

− 0.109
(0.146)

− 0.010*
(0.005)

− 0.107
(0.147)

Constant

0.239***
(0.080)

0.235***
(0.081)

0.236***
(0.080)

0.237***
(0.080)

Observations

114

114

114

114

Sector effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

The table shows the results of network effects on REIT’s leverage
reduction under individual networks induced by Current Employment, Past Employment, Education, and Other Activity, respectively.
The weight adopted here is the naive weight. The estimates of network effect (α1) captures the learning effect through aforementioned
networks. The asterisks *** (**,*) indicates that its 99% (95%, 90%)
highest posterior density range does not cover zero. The MCMC
sampling runs 50,000 iterations, with the first 40,000 iterations
dropped for burn-in. The posterior means are reported as point estimates. The posterior standard deviations are reported in parentheses
Table 9  Social network effects on REIT’s extension of debt maturity with naive weight, 2006

Network effect (α1)

CE

PE

ED

OA

− 0.177
(0.155)

− 0.101
(0.211)

0.192
(0.414)

− 0.201
(0.195)

Share of debt due in 2–3 years

− 0.530***
(0.098)

− 0.534***
(0.099)

− 0.533***
(0.098)

− 0.532***
(0.098)

Log of firm size

− 0.012
(0.015)

− 0.013
(0.015)

− 0.011
(0.015)

− 0.014
(0.015)

Tobin’s Q

− 0.012
(0.047)

− 0.006
(0.046)

− 0.005
(0.047)

− 0.006
(0.046)

Cash to assets

− 0.286
(0.320)

− 0.278
(0.324)

− 0.287
(0.326)

− 0.286
(0.324)

Constant

0.279
(0.209)

0.274
(0.214)

0.262
(0.215)

0.302
(0.210)

Observations

103

103

103

103

Sector effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

The table shows the results of network effects on REIT’s extension of debt maturity under individual networks induced by Current Employment, Past Employment, Education, and Other Activity, respectively.
The weight adopted here is the naive weight. The estimates of network effect (α1) captures the learning
effect through aforementioned networks. The asterisks *** (**,*) indicates that its 99% (95%, 90%) highest
posterior density range does not cover zero. The MCMC sampling runs 50,000 iterations, with the first
40,000 iterations dropped for burn-in. The posterior means are reported as point estimates. The posterior
standard deviations are reported in parentheses
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Effect of Common Trend: Naive Network
Although we control the industry fixed effects in models (8) and (9), it is still possible that all firms behave similarly in reducing their debt share to some extent ahead
of Financial Crisis, so that α1 simply captures the common trend of REITs’ strategies. We hence consider the naive network described in “Naive network” subsection,
which simply assumes all the other REITs are connected, i.e. as “friends” without
distinguishing any of them, as in models (10) and (11). Table 10 shows that both
estimated coefficients of main variable of interest, i.e. α1, are not significant. Since
α1 captures the common risk control behavior in the REITs world, insignificance (of
α1) implies that individual firm’s choice of risk control strategies is not associated
with the common trend of REITs. Our estimation results confirm the social network
effects in (8) and (9), showing that firms in their networks tend to learn from others
in extending maturity of debt before the large negative economic shock and it is not
sheer effect of trend following.
Robustness Check: Preparation for Boom
Given the obvious evidence that the REITs managers make similar decisions when
facing the down market, it is natural to ask how the REITs would behave when facing an up market. As a robustness check, we provide evidence in this subsection to
Table 10  Social network effects
of REIT’s leverage reduction
and extension of debt maturity
with naive network, 2006

Network effect (α1)
Market leverage

Leverage

Maturity

− 0.249
(0.475)

− 0.275
(0.185)

− 0.146***
(0.059)

Share of debt due in 2–3 years
Log of firm size

− 0.009*
(0.005)

Tobin’s Q

− 0.042*
(0.024)

Cash to assets

− 0.105
(0.148)

Constant

0.229***
(0.081)

− 0.529***
(0.098)
− 0.014
(0.015)
− 0.015
(0.047)
− 0.284
(0.324)
0.301
(0.208)

Observations

114

103

Sector effects

Yes

Yes

The table shows the results of network effects on REIT’s leverage
reduction and extension of debt maturity under the naive network.
The estimates of network effect (α1) captures the learning effect
through the naive network. The asterisks *** (**,*) indicates that its
99% (95%, 90%) highest posterior density range does not cover zero.
The MCMC sampling runs 50,000 iterations, with the first 40,000
iterations dropped for burn-in. The posterior means are reported as
point estimates. The posterior standard deviations are reported in
parentheses
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Table 11  Statistics of market leverage and change in leverage of REIT data from years 2012 to 2015
N

St. Dev

Pctl(5)

Pctl(25)

Median

Pctl(75)

Pctl(95)

Change in leverage 2012

104

− 0.022

0.070

− 0.117

− 0.059

− 0.027

0.013

0.066

Change in leverage 2013

109

− 0.004

0.102

− 0.149

− 0.040

− 0.010

0.044

0.115

Change in leverage 2014

123

− 0.014

0.077

− 0.094

− 0.057

− 0.032

0.006

0.111

Change in leverage 2015

135

0.034

0.073

− 0.051

− 0.009

0.025

0.071

0.152

Market leverage 2012

110

0.414

0.178

0.173

0.317

0.389

0.483

0.762

Market leverage 2013

124

0.400

0.152

0.190

0.309

0.371

0.467

0.726

Market leverage 2014

136

0.394

0.160

0.193

0.286

0.353

0.459

0.704

Market leverage 2015

148

0.425

0.170

0.231

0.310

0.385

0.499

0.746

The table shows the statistics for the sample firms on SNL Real Estate, at the end of years from 2012
to 2015. “Change in leverage” is measured as the first difference of market leverage from the previous
years. “Market leverage” is calculated as the ratio of total debt (book value of short- and long-term interest-bearing debt) to the market value of invested capital (the sum of total debt, preferred stock, and market capitalization)

show that REITs indeed take similar actions in forming investment strategies when
preparing for booming market.3
First, we identify the year at which REITs started to become progressive in
investment and increased leverage. Table 11 shows that REITs start to practically
prepare for the booming market in 2015, indicated by the increase in leverage by the
majority of the REITs. Note that on average, the market leverage of REITs tends to
decrease even several years after the Financial Crisis, i.e., 2012–2014, demonstrating that the REITs are very cautious after the crisis for a long period. Without solid
beliefs that the market is booming, the deleveraging process of the REITs continued. Change in leverage turns positive in 2015 which shows 0.034 increments on
average. This is also about a 3-year lag behind the housing price upsurge from the
trough. To compare with the results when REITs prepare for the declining market,
we analyze the network effect on REITs in the year 2015 when the REITs start to
change their risk control strategies and increase leverage. We adopt the same models
in Models (2), (6) and (8) for change in market leverage of REITs. Note that we only
consider network effect on increasing market leverage because it demonstrates the
direct expansion strategy of REITs through new financing, while changing maturities does not reflect the feature of progressive investment in boom market.
When facing booming marking, we expect REITs to increase their loans, especially those with low leverage. The first column of Table 12 shows that REITs with
low leverage are associated with a greater increase in leverage. The estimation
results are statistically and economically significant. The estimated coefficient of
-0.089 implies that a one percentage point lower in leverage at the beginning of the
booming market is associated with 8.9 basis points increase in leverage.
3

We also test the network effects in the “normal” years 2012, 2013, and 2014, which are after the
Global Financial Crisis and before year 2015 when the market started rising again. We find that the
results of network effects are comparable to that of years 2006 and 2015 but are less economically significant, indicating that network effects tend to be stronger during “abnormal” periods, such as times of
preparation for crisis and boom. Due to the substantial volume of results generated, they are available
upon request.
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Table 12  Baseline regression on
REIT’s leverage expansion and
social network effects model
with aggregate network, 2015

OLS
Network effect (α1)

Aggregate Network
0.048***
(0.008)

Market leverage

− 0.089*
(0.049)

Log of firm size

− 0.006
(0.005)

− 0.008
(0.005)

Tobin’s Q

− 0.030
(0.019)

− 0.032
(0.021)

Cash to assets

0.073
(0.139)

0.074
(0.156)

− 0.079
(0.055)

Constant

0.160*
(0.088)

0.174*
(0.100)

Observations

135

135

Sector effects

Yes

Yes

The table shows the results of baseline regression and network
effects on REIT’s leverage expansion in 2015 under aggregate network and weight. The estimates of network effect (α1) captures the
learning effect through the aggregate social network. The asterisks
*** ** *
( , ) indicates that its 99% (95%, 90%) highest posterior density
range does not cover zero. The MCMC sampling runs 50,000 iterations, with the first 40,000 iterations dropped for burn-in. The posterior means are reported as point estimates. The posterior standard
deviations are reported in parentheses

Network effect is seen at the beginning of the booming market, too, when adopting
aggregate network and weight, as shown in the second column of Table 12. The estimated coefficient of aggregate network effect is 0.048, suggesting that a one percentage point increases in the weighted average of changes of leverage in the network peers
is associated with 4.8 basis points increase in the corresponding individual REIT’s
leverage change. This significant result shows that REITs managers sharing similar
networks tend to make similar decisions when preparing for the booming market.
When studying the four networks separately with different centralities as the
weights, there is also significant evidence that the REITs tend to act similarly in the
up market. Tables 13 presents estimation results of Model (8) using the four types
of connections with degree, closeness, and betweenness as the weight, respectively.
The dependent variable is the change of leverage in 2015. Similar to the findings in
the declining market, the CE and PE network show no effect in all cases with different centrality weightings, indicating that they do not play a significant role in the
learning process of leverage increase at the beginning of the up market.
Echoing our results regarding the period before the Financial Crisis, the ED network is effective in transmitting the information of REITs decisions on increasing
leverage. The estimation results for the network effect (α1) is positive and significant
at the 1% level under ED network with closeness and betweenness as the weights.
The estimated coefficient α1 is around 0.046 for both closeness and betweenness,
which implies that a one percentage point increase in the weighted sum of peers’
leverage expansion is associated with around 4.6 basis points increase of individual
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Table 13  Social network effects on REIT’s leverage expansion weighted by degree, closeness, and
betweenness, 2015
CE

PE

ED

OA

− 0.096
(0.164)

− 0.025
(0.031)

− 0.003
(0.012)

0.106***
(0.019)

Weighted by degree
Network effect (α1)
Market leverage

− 0.089*
(0.054)

− 0.089*
(0.053)

Weighted by closeness
Network effect (α1)
Market leverage

− 0.084
(0.179)

− 0.089*
(0.053)

− 0.025
(0.031)

− 0.089*
(0.053)

Weighted by betweenness
Network effect (α1)
Market leverage

− 0.106
(0.192)

− 0.088*
(0.054)

− 0.023
(0.030)

− 0.087*
(0.053)

− 0.090*
(0.053)
0.044***
(0.008)

− 0.093*
(0.055)
− 0.003
(0.034)

− 0.068
(0.055)

− 0.089*
(0.053)

0.046***
(0.008)

0.001
(0.036)

− 0.068
(0.055)

− 0.090*
(0.053)

Observations

135

135

135

135

Sector effects

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

The table shows the results of network effects on REIT’s leverage expansion in 2015 under individual
networks induced by Current Employment, Past Employment, Education, and Other Activity, respectively. The weights are the degree, closeness, and betweenness centralities, respectively. The estimates of
network effect (α1) captures the learning effect through aforementioned networks. The asterisks *** (**,*)
indicates that its 99% (95%, 90%) highest posterior density range does not cover zero. The MCMC sampling runs 50,000 iterations, with the first 40,000 iterations dropped for burn-in. The posterior means are
reported as point estimates. The posterior standard deviations are reported in parentheses. Note that we
do not list the coefficients of the control variables here for saving reporting space. Results are available
upon request

REIT’s leverage increase. Moreover, the ED network effect absorbs and dominates
the effect from the lagged market leverage which turns out to be insignificant when
the network effect is included.
Interestingly, as shown in Table 13, the OA network carries significant effect on
increasing leverage when centrality is measured by degree. This result echoes with
Ro et al. (2019) that the herding of real estate developers tends to be stronger in the
up markets (the OA network effect before the down market is not significant). This
means that information about increasing leverage for the booming market is transmitted in the OA network, and is able to impact the REITs’ investment strategies.
Other Considerations of Social Network
Besides proving the effect of social networks on REIT decisions, our results are
also related to two other theories, namely the “naive network” and the “weak tie
theory”. The naive network in Golub and Jackson (2010) suggests that a wise society can be achieved if the most influenced agents disappear as the number of agents
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increase to infinity. By focusing on the two snapshots of year 2006 (right before the
down-market) and 2015 (at the beginning of the up market), we show that influential REITs with high level of centrality still lead the herd. Our results suggest
that unless there is an increase in the total number of REITs such that the most
influenced agents disappear as the number of agents increase to infinity as in Golub
and Jackson (2010), the social network of REITs could persist. This is particularly
true if the CEOs come from the few real estate programs available from a limited
number of universities.
Notably, some of our network effects can be explained by the weak tie theory
due to Granovetter (1973). Weak tie theory is the proposition that acquaintances are
likely to be more influential than close friends, particularly in social networks. We
cannot deny that our proposed networks that potentially influence the risk management decisions could be based on some weak ties, especially the OA networks.

Conclusion
The goal of this article is to empirically examine the idea that social networks drive
capital structure risk control policy of REITs which would greatly impact the performance in critical periods, such as before the Financial Crisis and at the beginning of
a market boom. We show evidence that information sharing in network is effective
in REITs’ preparation of capital structure for bad times. We then verify its existence
at the beginning of a market boom. REITs tend to learn from their social network
about the risk control strategies. We explore the underlying mechanisms that drive
this convergence in leverage control and debt maturity management. This requires
formal definition of networks and the definition of firms’ centrality in the networks.
We establish networks by utilizing REITs top executives’ profiles of the current
employment, past employment, past education, and other activities. Meanwhile, we
propose different measures of centrality, namely the degree, closeness, and betweenness, to capture the “importance” or “power” of each REIT in the networks.
Our empirical results show that the network effect manifests under aggregate network and weight. To single out the impact of each type of networks, we construct
the weight in the main variable of interest (i.e. leverage control and debt maturity)
by centrality of each individual type. The empirical results strongly reveal the presence of the network effect in REITs. We find that previous employment and wordof-mouth communication in shared activities exert statistically and economically
significant impacts on REITs’ decision of debt maturity extension. However, networks do not affect the decision on leverage reduction because, unlike extending
debt maturities, leverage reduction needs to employ internal capital and thus needs
to be supported with more solid information and reliable data. Graduating from the
same schools exert weak influence on leverage reduction via its impact on managers’
personal traits, such as the risk aversion, knowledge, and skill training background.
Joint employment (CE) does not play a role in determining either of the strategies,
because managers tend to design specific risk control methods for specific REITs
with different investment targets.
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The two falsification studies further support the important roles of both the network and centrality weight in the analysis. The first confirms the importance of the
centrality weight which identifies important “friends” or key REITs in the network.
The second rules out common trend of risk control in all REITs before the Global
Financial Crisis.
Our study highlights the importance of peer influence on decision making of
REITs, especially in critical periods such as before the Financial Crisis and at the
beginning of a boom market. Hence, when analyzing the strategies of REITs, at least
in the context of capital structure risk such as debt maturity extension and leverage reduction, caution has to be taken on not only analyzing the structure of REITs,
but also the network background of the management. Our study also highlights the
strength of peer connections and therefore an alternative interpretation of herding in
REITs decisions.

A. Appendix
A.1 The Bayesian Model
The models in (8) and (9) are also known as the Spatial Autoregressive Model
(SAR) in the spatial literature (see LeSage & Pace, 2010). We first express (8) and
(9) in the compact matrix form such that

Y = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 WY + X𝛽 + Ds 𝜂 + U

(12)

where Y is the n × 1 vector of D.MLevi or D.Mat23i, W is the n × n network matrix
such that the (i, j)th element is zero if firms i and j are not socially connected and
equals to the centrality of j otherwise, X is the n × 4 matrix of(regressors
) specified
in (8) and (9), Ds is the dummy matrix for sector effects, U = u1 , … un ’ and ui ∼
N (0,𝜎u2). Define S(α1) = In − α1W where In is the identity matrix of size n, and let
θ = (α0, β’, η’)’. The likelihood function of Y, conditional upon W, X, α1, θ, is given
as,
(
)
�
(
)
( 2 )− n | ( )|
UU
− n2
2
∙ |S 𝛼1 | ∙ exp − 2 .
p Y|W, X, 𝛼1 , 𝜃 = (2𝜋) ∙ 𝜎u
(13)
|
|
2𝜎u
We specify the priors p(α1) = Uniform[− 1, 1] and p(θ) be conventional noninformative normal prior. The posterior of α1 and θ is thus,
(
)
( )
(
)
p 𝛼1 , 𝜃|W, X, Y ∝ p 𝛼1 p(𝜃)p Y|W, X, 𝛼1 , 𝜃 .
(14)
The posterior draws from (14) are obtained from the following MCMC iterations.

(
)
1. Sample α1 from p( 𝛼1 |𝜃, Y, W, X)
2. Sample θ from p 𝜃|𝛼1 , Y, W, X
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The MCMC sampling iterates through the above two steps until convergence. For
each step, the draw is conditioned on the rest of parameters with the most updated
values at the current iteration.
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